PIPE TO BE ANCHORED TO OUTLET WITH 2 x 12 mm ROCK BOLTS, LOCATED AT 30° FROM INVERT.

SHAPE INVERT TO SUIT HALF ROUND CORRUGATED STEEL PIPE.

Extra guard fence double blocking piece where required for construction of SF Dyke Outlet.

BATTER ROUNDING

EXPANSION JOINT

REFERENCE POINT

CONSTRUCT GULLY PIT TO SUIT DIRECTION OF FLOW.

1. Top lip of half round corrugated steel pipe to be installed flush with the compacted batter surface.
2. Concrete strength grade shall be N25.
3. Concrete strength grade shall be N25.
4. Concrete strength grade shall be N25.

NOTES

CONCRETE STRENGTH GRADE SHALL BE N25.

Top lip of half round corrugated steel pipe to be installed flush with the compacted batter surface.

Concrete strength grade shall be N25.

Concrete strength grade shall be N25.

Concrete strength grade shall be N25.

Concrete strength grade shall be N25.